A family history... since 44 years!

Who are we?
Since 1975, Fornirama has gained notoriety on the
North American market by the manufacture of
upholstery furniture upscale. Whether stationary or
reclining, opt for a fully customizable product, high
quality and affordable price!
Fornirama, it is a family business of 3rd generation founded in
1975 where the human aspect, the respect and the family
values are primordial,
The same address for as many years! Our 80,000 sq. Ft. Of
installation makes it possible to consolidate each stage of your
furniture under one roof and ensure an optimal result!
Happy employees = a better made product! 70 faithful are at
the company's jobs, more than half of whom have been working
there for more than 25 years!
Modern day craftsmanship: how to marry technology and
manual labor? Despite the automation of the equipment &
techniques, a lot of hand work is necessary to ensure a flawless
confection!

Fornirama is the advantage of customizing a high
level furniture!

ENGINEERING - FUNCTIONALITY - SUSTAINABILITY - COMFORT
Unmistakable, the best construction in Canada!


ONE quality standard

Whether fixed or reclining, fabric or leather, the construction and assembly
remain the same! Order what suits you best according to your needs and your
budget without affecting the quality.



Our structures___Lifetime Guarantee

Demand solid wood! Here you will be served. All our frames are made of 50%
solid maple and 50% Russian plywood for durability and reliability. (Mortise
and tenon assembly, glued - screwed and stapled). 2. All seat aprons are lined
with ¾ "plywood for 1 1/2" thick to maintain strength due to frequent tilting
movements.



Our Reclining Mechanisms___Lifetime Guarantee

The Motion Italia Tilting Mechanisms are Italian engineering, world famous
and exclusive to 3 Manufacturers only in Canada, including Fornirama in
Quebec. Agreed on our large percentage of options and reclining styles, we
purchase entire containers of mechanisms so that all systems are assembled
right here at our factory for better understanding and integration of systems
to furniture. In addition, all components are in stock to ensure a better
delivery time!



Springs and Straps___Lifetime Guarantee

7-caliber, no-sag springs on all seat mounts (strapped with Pirelli strap on all
sides to prevent premature sagging) We also use Pirelli straps on all backrest
sections.



Our Foams___Guaranteed 5 years

Its unique density is 2.6 pounds per cubic foot, the highest rate used in the
country. The higher the density, the stronger the foam and never decompose
or sag. Built to last! In addition, we apply a hybrid 2 "gel ball memory foam on
all seating surfaces for superior comfort. Our Italian Natural.



Italian Leathers___Guaranteed 3 years

We only use top quality cow leather / semi-aniline imported directly from
Italy. Our skins are carefully inspected beforehand so as to eliminate the
natural marks suffered by the beast such as scars or bad wrinkles and use only
the uniform portions. We guarantee the best selections, choose from over 55
premium leather selections = at one price! We are consolidating our grades
into one price range to make it easier for consumers to choose. Why pay
more?
 This warranty does not cover damage caused by accidents, negligence or
incorrect maintenance due to a cream or conditioner treatment
unapproved by Fornirama.



Waxed Nylon Stitching ___Guaranteed 3 Years

We use only waxed nylon threads, which durably increases the strength of the
set and virtually eliminates the risk of fraying and tearing.



Motors and Batteries___Guaranteed 2 years

Do not worry, our electrical systems are covered by a 2-year warranty against
malfunction. In addition, Fornirama offers a protection of confidence, in the
event that breakage can occur beyond this formal guarantee.

Our address and showroom
Welcome to our home and feel at home, a member of
our qualified staff will be happy to welcome you in the
factory 6 days a week and thus determine your needs to
the letter. Choose from our wide selection of more than
60 watch collections! We will take care to compile the
information needed to design your living room furniture
and then give back the details to the retailer in your
area.
(Any customization or modification possible on request).

Make a wise and sustainable choice!

